
FL500
Advanced HID/eHID floodlight

for area lighting Mk2



No upward light

New reflector design, using the latest high efficiency reflector 
materials, maximises the useful light output. 
Optimised for electronic control gear, offers 15% energy saving 
over electromagnetic control gear.
Lightweight, low wind area form minimises lighting mast and 
foundation costs.

EFFICIENCY

On high mast, luminaires may be arranged symmetrically or 
asymmetrically. For most airport apron lighting, asymmetical 
arrangement is used so the lantern carriage needs to be balanced. 
Seperate balance weights can double the load on the mast. The 
FL500 Mk2 solves the problem by allowing the gear box to be 
used instead of balance weights.

MODULAR DESIGN

Designed specifically to meet the most demanding requirements for the latest Airbus A380 
stands. Full cut-off body with an internally angled flat glass provides exceptional control of 
obtrusive light, glare and upward light without compromising the lighting performance.

FL500 Mk2 is an advanced HID/eHID floodlight which 
combines high efficiency, flexibility and durability. Modular 
and compact design ensures low weight (11kg) and 
wind area (0.10m2), minimising lighting mast investment. 
Double asymmetric optic with full cut-off delivers 
exceptional lighting control; ideal for airports, ports, sport 
facilities and industrial / commercial areas.

FL500 Mk2 can accommodate a broad selection of 
lamps including SON-T, CDO-TT, MBI-T, CosmoPolis 
and CDM-T Elite MW. With both electromagnetic 
and electronic gear available, the luminaire gives the 
freedom to configure solutions optimising cost, energy-
efficiency, colour rendering and durability. NEMA socket, 
mini-photocell and a range of leading CMS (Central 
Management System) options are also available.

FLEXIBILITY

High pressure die cast aluminium body (recyclable) with heat 
resistant toughened flat glass provides IP66 protection to optical 
and gear compartments, for use in harsh environments such as 
ports and airports. Optical and gear compartment separation 
gives excellent thermal management, optimising the lifetime of 
both lamp and gear. The separate gear compartment provides a 
thermal interface pad designed to minimise operating temperature 
of electronic gear, maximising reliability and life.

DURABILITY

Tooless quick release 
clips for easy operation 

Stirrup fixing with angle 
lock disk for easy aiming

Full cut-off body with angled glass 
provides light efficiency and control

Gear panel and front glazing can be opened 
simultaneously for maintenance

Remote gear configuration can be achieved 
by omitting rear gear box

SON-T MBI-T CDO-TT

100W 250W 100W

150W 400W 150W

250W 250W

400W CDM Cosmo

600W 210W 90W

315W 140W

Electromagnetic or Electronic gear

Electronic gear only



Product FL500 Mk2

Wind area
0.10m2  - with gear box
0.08m2   - without gear box

Ingress Protection IP66       

Weight 11 kg     ( without lamp and gear )

Mounting height 8 ~ 30m

Mounting Galvanised stirrup for forward or suspended mounting

Servicing Bottom access

Aiming Elevation indicator on stirrup with angle lock disk

Option NEMA socket / photocell or miniature photocell

CMS options also available (contact us for details)

Application High masts, Airports, Ports, Car parks, Sport facilities, Architecture, Railways
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Telephone:
Fax (Sales):
Fax (General):
E-mail:

www.cuphosco.com

Charles House, Great Amwell
Ware, Hertfordshire. SG12 9TA, UK

Copyright© 2013 CU Phosco Ltd. Due to constant product development, details in this brochure are subject to 
change at any time. Consult us for the latest information.

(01920) 860600
(01920) 485915
(01920) 860635
sales@cuphosco.co.uk
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